
 

 

(New Year 2013: 

In this year we hope to find the silver lining needed to bring our businesses back to where they were 2 years ago, yet the long term decisions being made 

for us we see no end to the mismanagement of our future.  

What can we expect from the irresponsible who tend to lean more for the lime light than watching with endless speculation and the destruction of life has we 

know it. We are becoming a country of retailers that provide shelter to 3 world populations, while importing most of our goods that support a growing 

population, while allowing businesses to outsource work and workers across the pond that provide little if any support to our ever weakening economic 

situation. The recession is here and borderline on depression that is government made, if we let this go as is then we ourselves are to blame of the outcome 

that will eventuate from the lack of intervention and an outright demand for this to stop. 

The above was quoted from The Beacon Express Blog 26/01/13) re posted 17/03/15 

Screaming In Silence  

I was posed a question citing the post above on my Facebook page on the 26
th

 of January 2013;  

Merely stated: “I like what you said so what do we do?”  

 

You would think that this is a fairly easy question to answer since I wrote it, so it would be likely that I could 

be able to answer it. But experience has shown us that most would baffle us with BS in an effort to show 

some meaning of point hoped to achieve; hmmm......in retrospect I think I was eluding to a more proactive 

intervention in the government affairs of one’s future while in this current economic downturn........and I 

was very certain that something was just done by the QLD GOV that just pushed my silence to the brink.  

Sooo....I really don’t have an answer to give. In truth no more than this interjection; 

When action itself has run out of time, all you have remaining is reaction, and for us we have a Political 

Machine in leadership fighting against our future. This is the heart of it all.....we the people have lost control 

of a life we use to know.....or to dream about.  

This is my own feeling..........maybe others feel this way too?  

(I understand this really doesn’t answer the question, selfish this may seem it’s my answer to me)  

I can only explain this in that we need to put the control back into the people’s hands, so that we can hold 

Politics accountable and questioned why. Yet we continue just to watch the days, weeks, years, and life go 

bye. 

 If the government continues on this path then all we can expect is a poor economic future, we will be faced 

with higher prices, higher cost of living, shortages of consumer goods, business closings, higher unemployment, 

higher need for government support which could lead to higher percentage of bank foreclosures, higher cost for 

consumables, bankruptcies, and homeless.   

We scream and shout on silent ears then the silence remains....WE are out of time. 

I do believe this....all we have now is the reaction to a pattern of events set in motion long before many of 

us were even born. The a bigger picture here is more than just those on pump stations signs increasing the 

cost of petrol.....people need to wake up to this new world and take control of it. 

How many years of politics you have experienced? So ask yourself......has anything really changed? For my 

50+ yrs my country the answer is NO! The USA killed Industry through taxes....then the companies left to 

underdeveloped countries that are now purchasing real-estate outside their own country....hmmmmm go 



 

 

figure.....by the way is this story sound familiar to you?  
 

It’s time for you to get involved in your future that is if you care, if you don’t go home tonight have relaxing 

beverage and ask yourself what if this was all gone tomorrow, what about my kids future what will happen 

if Australia becomes solely depended on other countries for my comfort of living.....what if I am too late to 

act, to present my voice, list my concerns or fight to my right to live a prosper and fruitful life and the same 

future for my family. 

You need to head out of the sand because the time is here now, this isn’t happening in the future but 

started yesterday and we are already a day late.  These things are already in the works and none are 

stopping it, or voicing an opinion, or even raising an alarm. I cannot believe that I am the only one that sees 

the happenings around me and have concerns that the worst is yet to come unless I get involved. 

Has a business owner this scenario I see on the wall concerns me in such a way that I no longer can stand by 

and watch this unravel before my eyes and just do nothing. If there was ever a time that a call for leadership 

was needed its NOW! We need to have leadership that takes care of our own backyard, which takes 

responsibility to ensure that its citizens come first in all aspects of decisions made behind closed doors; to 

allow for the growth of our economics to the point that we need no support of outside countries to support 

our way of life. 

You need to get involved today before this becomes tomorrows reality.      

Australian Politics:  A perspective on the real questions that should be asked and why they are not; why the 

current leadership will not work for our future.  

Politics and Capabilities vs. Hierarchy and Leadership Depth vs. Economics   

I have lived in Australia for over 10 years now, and I have 
to say what the hell is the government doing? I can't be 
the only one that wonders this; it’s so disappointing to 
see such a great country being pushed into a direction 
that actually degrades the majority of citizens from 
prosperity and driving it to a State of Depression.  

A country is like a company and it should run itself to a 
point of sustaining the people that contribute to its 
success.  

                                                                                                          
Unfortunately a company is only as strong as its leadership, its hierarchy and the depth of the leadership 
pool, and teamwork buy its key personnel.  

Here in Australia I'm sorry to say it’s just not there, ZERO depth of its leadership no team work, ciaos 
amongst its Ministers, zero capabilities in the upfront coal face representation or to its contribution to the 
well being of its population.....and Jobs.....they will come if they just undo the damage they have done to 
the Industrial, Commercial and Technological growth of this nation.  

WE ARE BECOMING A RETAIL COUNTRY.   

It’s a real shame that AUSTRALIA with all its potential, opportunity and THE ABILITY to become a major 
WORLD player, isn't utilized all its assets to the best of what it has to offer. The fact that the shortfalls 
within the government leadership has without doubt caused major difficulties within the commercial, 
residential and retail sectors causing the cost of living index to rise without any anticipation to deal with this 
problem. 

Have you ever expressed any concern about the immigration policy of this nation? Or why we tend to attain 



 

 

more incoming residents from third world countries rather than development nations? Or the overall impact 
this situation has in the future of this nation.  

As a small business owner I am faced with these concerns daily with a multitude of other political agendas, I 
know my clients are concerned as each decision made through the government has greatly impacted the 
outcomes of their business bottom-line.  

Australian Leadership? 
Leadership is defined: 

The action of leading a group of people or an organization the state or position of being a leader 

Leadership involves 

(1) Establishing a clear vision, 

(2) Sharing that vision with others so that they will follow willingly, 

(3) Providing the information, knowledge and methods to realize that vision, and 

(4) Coordinating and balancing the conflicting interests of all members and stakeholders 

A leader steps up in times of crisis, and is able to think and act creatively in difficult situations.  

Unlike management, leadership cannot be taught, although it may be learned and enhanced through 

coaching or mentoring.  

Someone with great leadership is; despite failures continues with relentless passion and innovation to 

achieve success. 

How does this apply to Australia and foremost where is this person? 

Our leadership acts first plans second………..wow mistakes…how many…..don’t have enough time or paper 

to list this section of the latest Australian Parliamentary History.  

ANGRY, UPSET! MAD AS HELL Damn Straight----------------------BUT MORE-SO WHY YOU AREN’T!!!!! 

20+ million strong nestled on the largest island continent in the world how do we stack up? 

Did you know that Australia is a world leader in most expensive places to live, in banking interest rates, fees, 

and charges, housing and in the overall cost of consumer goods? That our cost of living index is as high as 

those of third world and under-developed nations?  

All of Australia’s major cities are ranked in the top 46 most expensive places in the world out ranking both 

the United States and the United Kingdom, while its consumer index is just slightly lower than it was 3 years 

ago. Petrol prices Australia is ranked in the top 25, ahead of the USA, Canada and Mexico.  

There is no argument that the Australian banking system is one of the world’s strongest making billions in a 

global market, when others are struggling........but even in time they will feel the crunch too.  

Let’s face the facts the main reason why the banking system is strong is because of the interest we are 



 

 

charged on top of that we as consumers pay outrageous fees and charges. Australia’s lending system with 

some of the highest interest rates in the world that are compounded monthly not yearly, which is the most 

expensive way to lend money.  

Australia is ranked 20th out of the 35 developed countries 

World Leader in banking profits; Australia's banks have been ranked the most profitable in the world for the 

second year in a row in an independent global report shows Commonwealth Bank, Westpac, ANZ and NAB 

posted pre-tax profits equal to 1.2 per cent of their assets last year (2012). 

Ranked 21st as an importer out of 196 other countries  

Australia is ranked 15th in the world for most expensive places to live with: 

1) Sydney ranked third  

2) Melbourne ranked fifth for most expensive cities in the world 

94th in industry growth, while at 6
th

 highest Tax rates in the world 

Does this look like a balanced set of leadership indicators, the dollar is strong but we are still paying top 

prices when our imports are costing less. We need to change this we need to change this now! Six yes 6 

reshuffles in lower Ministry positions since 2010! How can you be effective in government when you can’t 

even get the team right?  

Is there any doubt we need new leadership 

We the people were sold out by our own countries and for me this is twice 

So Who R U going to CHOOSE?  

   Abbott, Rudd Gillard???????.......Larry, Curly and Moe Oh My God!   

Given me a break is all we have? Is this the best we can do? Is this as good as it gets?  

(While in the background “Let It Be” gently brings a momentary loss of reasoning)  We have to do better than this crowd…..have you 

seen how they are to one another? Leadership without respect is a ceremonial position and we don’t need a 

celebrity want-to-be to lead this nation…..these are serious times and we need serious, focus and 

passionate leadership. 

Parliament House could be its own TV Show prime-time…………more should watch this outrage of time 

wasted on a “just show up” policy…… are you going to just sit there and watch this unfold in front of you 

and hope they do better? How long have you been waiting for that to happen?!  



 

 

Speaking of TV Shows; just last night watching ABC late and the employment situation here in Australia and 

frankly…..that late at night or should I say that early in the morning (1:30AM) all they were doing was 

SHOUTING IN SILENCE! Who was going to be watching that late on a local news station? They made a lot of 

good documentary……..of how not to be successful in economics. You need to go to the ABC NEWS Site and 

read the last few news articles just for your own benefit. 

Disposable surplus cash drives the economy…….here we need skilled professional technical jobs! We need 

new innovated industrial and technological growth to expand our economy and for Australia to have its own 

industry to call its own……BUILD…..EXPAND….ATTAIN STABILITY…..THEN start again the three basic 

principles in a strong economic plan.  

Third world countries WOW! Just where would be without them?  

Do you remember the Dollar way back when? Our jobs, manufacturing, and businesses our skilled 

professionals are all leaving Australia, for the ability to increase bottomline by out sourcing; Manufacturing, 

Trades, Sales, Engineering, Customer Service, Technical Support, then on top of this import a good portion of 

consumer goods from overseas as our “DOLLAR” buys a lot more than it use to….but be dammed……prices 

did they go down……yea in a few things….mostly big chain retailers…..doing us a favor?  Or is it that they 

needed to do this as a matter of necessity……with clever marketing? 

This is the time for business leaders, owners, directors, GM’s to stand up and be counted, to unite and fight 

for a better tomorrow, you no longer have the option to watch on the sidelines and hope for someone else 

to fight this Political Hypocrisy, we no longer can just stand by and benefit from the misleading of poor 

leadership and party decisions that are bringing this country to its knees 

All I can say is have a voice and don’t let your future escape you without a fight, anyways I after all is said 

and done I really just thought I was only shouting in silence  

 

Editorial By  

Andrew J Mayer      

TBE                                                                                                            

 

  Maybe this Movie                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

wasn’t so far from  

 the  mark of what it  

would take to bring 

change 

 


